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COMPUTING WORKSHOPS TRAIN 
TEACHERS TO TEACH TEACHERS
MISSOULA—
Montana high schools are rapidly acquiring the equipment--mainly microcomputers-- 
necessary for effectively teaching mathematics, biology and social science in the 
1980s.
Eighteen teachers of these subjects have completed a three-week workshop at 
the University of Montana designed to show them how to use computing as an aid in 
teaching and learning and how to pass along this knowledge to other teachers.
The workshop, directed by Dr. George McRae, UM associate professor of mathe­
matics, was one of three given this summer to train 54 experienced Montana teachers 
as consultants in the use of computing in education.
The other training sites were at Montana State University, Bozeman, and 
Eastern Montana College, Billings. The MSU workshop was for high school teachers 
of mathematics, physics and chemistry; and the EMC workshop, for teachers of grades 
five through nine.
The cooperative project was funded by a grant of $44,022 from the National 
Science Foundation.
McRae said each workshop director selected three teachers from each of six 
geographic regions in the state to attend a three-week program at one of the 
training sites. Each of these regions will now have nine teachers who have completed 
training as consultants qualified to give workshops for other teachers.
It is important to have a corps of consultants on hand to help teachers catch 
up with technology, according to McRae. He points out that a version of a computer 
that would have cost $25,000 a decade ago can now be purchased for less than $1,000.
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"Already 62 of the state's 132 high schools have access to computing and soon 
about two-thirds of them will have," he said. "With the 54 consultants trained 
this summer scattered throughout the state, local schools will have ready access 
to teachers who can assist schools in using computing effectively in their instruction.
Teachers who completed the UM workshop, listed by their high schools, are. 
Alberton— Michael Flynn. Baker--Richard A. Menger. Billings Senior--Vern McDermott. 
Bridger— Carl L. Fox. Chariot-Bob Halgren. Powell County (Deer Lodge)--Diana Fisher. 
Dawson County (G1endive)--Paula Kubik. Hingham--Aris George.
Flathead (Kalispel1)— Ryan Overbeek. Fergus (Lewistown)--Mary Jo McCoy. 
Loyola-Sacred Heart (Mi ssoula )--Daniel C. Weber. Hell gate (Mi ssou1a_)--Paul B. 
Carpenter. Plains--Robert D. Briggs. Poplar--Michael R. Wood. Ronan--Jim E. Wichman. 
Stevensville--Sue Dolezal. Twin Bridges--Larry Hyslop. Val ier--Frank H. Kunz.
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